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WHY RYOSHI’S VISION?
We are the only official RYOSHI’S VISION that has a
partnership with, and is a part of the Shiba Inu
ecosystem.
Ryoshi, the founder of the Shiba universe, had a dream:
an entirely decentralized token, run by the people, for the
people. In honor of the great Ryoshi, we have taken his
vision and made it more powerful than ever!

WHY ETH?
RYOSHI’S VISION is built on top of the Ethereum
blockchain as an ERC-20 token. Our choice to launch
Ryoshi’s Vision on Ethereum aligns with Ryoshi’s vision
of being truly decentralized.
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HOW-TO BUY
GENERAL INFORMATION
RYOSHI’S VISION can only be bought on the Ethereum
Blockchain.
While MetaMask and Coinbase wallets are the only two
officially recognized wallets on Shibaswap, investors can
import Trustwallet to MetaMask if they want to use and
take advantage of Shibaswap.
We never DM first!
The contract address is

0x777E2ae845272a2F540ebf6a3D03734A5a8f618e

Anything else is not our token!
If you are unsure about any of the points below, please
contact us in our official TG (Telegram Group) account
only:
https://t.me/RyoshisVision
Play safe, play smart.
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HOW-TO BUY
STEP-BY-STEP
Follow the Link to SHIBASWAP:
https://shibaswap.com

Connect your wallet
If you have never used Shibaswap before, you will need to
APPROVE the ETH transaction first.
Enter the amount of ETH you want to swap to RYOSHI’s
VISION.

Slippage
To help ensure that you don’t experience any issues when
setting up the order, especially when volatility is high, please
set your slippage to 1-3%. We recommend 2.5%, particularly
in periods of high volatility.

Gas
Select your appropriate fee for a slow, average or fast
transaction. We recommend average or fast. This is to
ensure that the transaction has a better chance of
processing when the network is congested, and helps to
avoid failed transactions and loss of ETH. If you are unsure
what to do, please reach out to us in our official TG
(Telegram Group) account: https://t.me/RyoshisVision
Swap ETH to RYOSHI’s VISION. Please make sure you also
have enough ETH to cover the fees.
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SHIBASWAP - SWAP
1. Check address

2. Enter the amount of
ETH you want to swap
to RYOSHI’s VISION.

Follow the Link to SHIBASWAP:
https://shibaswap.com
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SHIBASWAP - SLIPPAGE

2.5%

To help ensure that you don’t experience any issues when setting
up the order, especially when volatility is high, please set your
slippage to 1-3%. We recommend 2.5%, particularly in periods of
high volatility.
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TOKENOMICS

Giving back to SHIB

Original Supply - 1
quadrillion tokens

500 Trillion
tokens

Locked Liquidity
Original liquidity tokens
burned to SHIB
address.

1% redistributed as RYOSHI to
be woofed at Shibaswap
33% available right away, 67%
locked for 6 months

Deflationary Token
1% of every
Transaction BURNED
to the SHIB contract
wallet

Liquidity guaranteed
forever, fren.

INITIAL BURN
500 Trillion Tokens (50%)
Burned to the SHIB
contract wallet

xSHIB
holders

+
Additional 17%
anonymous burn = 67%
total burned so far.
🔥

SHIB
Address
🔥

Contract Address:
https://etherscan.io/token/
0x777e2ae845272a2f540ebf6a3d03734a5a8f618e#balances
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OFFICIAL LINKS

Website
https://www.ryoshi.vision/
Twitter
https://twitter.com/ryoshis_vision
Telegram
https://t.me/RyoshisVision
Discord
https://discord.gg/ryoshisvision
Medium
https://medium.com/@RyoshisVision
Instagram
https://www.instagram.com/ryoshisvisiontoken/
Reddit
https://www.reddit.com/r/RyoshisVision/

IMPORTANT: Please feel free to approach our official TG (Telegram
Group) to submit your queries and clarify any doubts and concerns.
This is a friendly community, so please respect and be kind to one
another. Please note: this is the ONLY official support channel. Stay
diligent and be aware of scammers!!

LFG – We are UNSTOPPABLE.
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